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Abst rac t - -The  computation of the greatest common divisor (GCD) of many polynomials is a 
nongeneric problem. Techniques defining "approximate GCD" solutions have been defined, but the 
proper definition of the "approximate" GCD, and the way we can measure the strength of the approx- 
imation has remained open. This paper uses recent results on the representation f the GCD of many 
polynomials, in terms of factorisation of generalised resultants, to define the notion of "approximate 
GCD" and define the strength of any given approximation by solving an optimisation problem. The 
newly established framework is used to evaluate the performance of alternative procedures which 
have been used for defining approximate GCDs. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Greates t  common divisor, Polynomials, Approximate computations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The development  of robust algebraic computat ion  procedures for engineering type models has to 
take into account that  the models have certain accuracy and that  it is meaningless to continue 
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computations beyond the accuracy of the original data set. Algebraic computations on mod- 
els with parameter inaccuracies may be classified [1] into normal and nongeneric omputations. 
Numerical computations dealing with the derivation of an approximate value of a property, func- 
tion, which is nongeneric on a given model set, are referred to as nongeneric omputations. If
the value of a function always exists on every element of the model set (nontrivial value) and 
depends continuously on the model parameters, then the computations leading to the determi- 
nation of such values are referred to as normal computations [1]. The computation of eigenvalues 
is a typical normal computation problem, whereas the computation of the GCD of a set of poly- 
nomials is a problem representative of the class of nongeneric omputations. In fact, the set of 
polynomials for which there exists a nontrivial GCD (different han one) is a subvariety of the 
projective space with measure zero and this makes the GCD computation a hard problem. The 
need for defining a notion of "almost zero" for a set of polynomials has been recognised in [2] 
where it has been shown that "almost zeros" behave in a similar way to exact zeros, as far as 
solutions of polynomial Diophantine quations. The subject of defining an "approximate GCD" 
has been subsequently considered within the framework of GCD computations [3-9] and amongst 
the methods considered have been the ERES method [3], the matrix pencil method [4], and the 
different variants of the Euclid algorithm [5]. 
The essence of the computation ofapproximate solutions is that they are based on the relaxation 
of exact conditions which characterise the GCD. However, so far, there has been no formal 
framework that may allow the evaluation of the quality of the approximation and even define the 
"best" given order approximation. This paper provides a framework for defining in a parametric 
way all given order approximate GCDs and evaluate their quality of approximation, or strength 
by solving an optimisation problem. This approach is based on recent results [10,11] on the 
representation f the GCD of many polynomials in terms of the factorisation of the generalised 
resultant into a reduced resultant and a Toeplitz matrix representing the GCD. These results allow 
the parametrisation of all perturbations which are required to make a selected "approximate 
GCD", an exact GCD of a perturbed set of polynomials. The strength, or quality of a given 
"approximate GCD" is then defined by the size of the minimal perturbation required to make 
the chosen "approximate GCD", an exact GCD of the perturbed set. 
The paper reviews first the representation f the GCD in terms of the resultant factorisation 
and then defines the family of all polynomials which have a given polynomial as their exact 
GCD and which are perturbations of a given set of polynomials. The solution of an optimisation 
problem then allows the evaluation of the quality, or strength of the given polynomial as an 
approximate solution. The results allow a comparison of the quality of the results of a number 
of alternative approaches which lead to estimates of the "approximate GCD". 
Throughout the paper, we shall denote by ~m×n the set of all m × n real matrices, Z+, N the 
positive, nonnegative integers. The rank of a matrix A is denoted by p(A). R[s] denotes the set 
of polynomials with coefficients from the reals R, and if t(s) C R[s], then deg {t(s)} denotes its 
degree. 
2. GENERAL ISED RESULTANT:  
BACKGROUND RESULTS 
Consider the set of polynomials, 
Ph+l,, = {a(s),bi  (s) e R[s], i = 1 , . . . ,h ,  n = deg {a(s)}, 
n > deg {bi (s)}, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,h ,} ,  p = max{deg {bi (s)}, i = 1 , . . . ,h} .  
We represent the polynomials a(s), bi(s) with respect o the largest degrees (n, p) as 
a(8)  = 8 n -4- an_18  n -1  -} - . . .  -}- a18  -t- ao ,  
bi(s) = bi,pS p +. . .  +b~,ls+bi,o,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,h .  
(2.1) 
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7~h+l,n will be called an (n,p)-order polynomial set and whenever we denote the number of 
elements and the maximal degree of a polynomial set we shall use this notation, otherwise the 
set of polynomials will be abbreviated as ~. The GCD of ~ will be denoted by ¢(s). 
For any 7)h+l,n set, we define a vector representative Ph+l(S) and a basis matrix Ph+l repre- 
sented as 
Ph+l (S) = [a (s), bl ( s ) , . . . ,  bh (s)] t = [Pn'P-,~-I . . . .  ,p_l,p_o] e n (s) = Ph+le_ n (s), 
where Ph+l E R (h+l)×(n+l), en(s ) = [s n, s~- l , . . . ,  s, 1] t. 
If c is the integer for which P-0 . . . . .  P-~-I = 0, ~ 7~ 0, then c = W(Ph+l,~) is called the 
order of :Ph+l,~ and s c is an elementary divisor of the GCD. The set Ph+l,n is considered to be 
a c-order set and will be called proper if c -- 0, and nonproper if c >_ 1. 
The classical approaches for the study of coprimeness and determination of the GCD makes use 
of the Sylvester esultant which in the case of many polynomials is defined as shown below [12,13]. 
DEFINITION 1. Consider the set 7)h+l,n of (2.1). 
(i) We can define a p x (n + p) matrix associated with a(s), [:1 o00  
So = 1 an-1 . . . . . .  al ao "' , (2.2) 
"- ". ". ". 0 
• • • 0 1 an-1 . . . . . .  al ao  
and a n x (n + p) matrix associated with bi(s), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  h as 
i  l OOO ...... bi,p bi,p-1 . . . . . .  bi,1 bi,o 0 ""  0 
Si = " .  "'. " .  "'. " , (2.2a) 
". ' .  ". ". ". 0 
k ; . . .  0 b~,p bi,v-1 . . . . . . . . .  bi,1 b~,o 
for every i = 1, 2, . . . ,  h. An extended Sylvester matrix or a generalised resultant for the 
set ~ is then defined by 
So 
$1 
STa --- . e ~(p+hn)  × (n-t-p). (2.2b) 
Sh 
(ii) The matrix Sp is the basis matrix of the set of polynomials, 
s[p] = {a(s ) , sa (s ) , . . . , sP -~a(s ) ;b~(s ) , . . . ,bh(s ) , sbh(s ) , . . . , sn - lbh(s )} ,  (2.3) 
which is also referred to as the Sylvester esultant set of the given set P.  | 
An important notion that appears in our results is that of expanded resultants. Let 7)h+l,n 
be the (n,p) order polynomial set of (2.1). We can always assume that the two maximal degrees 
can be n' = n + c, p' = p + c, c > 0 by assuming the first c coefficients of the polynomials to be 
zero. This representation is referred to as c-expanded and it is denoted by 7~+1,n. If Sp is the 
generalised resultant of Ph+l,n and Spo is the generalised resultant of the c-expanded set, then 
their dimensions are (p + hn) x (n + p), ~) + hn + c(h + 1)] x (n +p + 2c) respectively, and S~ 
will be called the c-expanded resultant. Furthermore, we may express Sp~ in terms of the matrix 
Spo of dimension [p + hn + c(h + 1)] x (n + p + c) as follows, 
= I • (2 .4 )  
In a similar way, by supposing that the two maximal degrees of the polynomial set of (2.1) can 
be n' = n-t-c, p' = p+d,  c, d > 0 by assuming the first c and d coefficients of the first and the rest 
polynomials respectively to be zero, we can define the notion of the (c, d)-expanded resultant. 
An important relationship between :~o~ and Sp is defined below. 
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LEMMA 1. Let 7)h+l,n be a set and "P~+l,n its c-extension. I f  ST~, Spc are the resultant and the 
c-expanded resultant, then 
p (&,o) = p (S~,) + c. (2.5) 
From the factorisation property of the polynomials in S[P], we have the following obvious 
results. 
PROPOSITION 1. The GCD of'P is the same as the GCD of S[•], that is, 
GCD {T'} = GCD {S[T']}. (2.6) 
The above suggests that the resultant set may be used for the evaluation of GCD and the 
resultant properties expressing these links are summarised below [10,12,13]. 
THEOREM 1. GENERALISED RESULTANT THEOREM. Given the set of polynomials of (2.1) with 
a generalised resultant Sp, the following properties hold true. 
(i) The necessary and sufficient condition for a set of polynomials to be coprime is that 
p(s . )  = n +p.  (2.7) 
(ii) Let ¢(s) be the GCD of P. Then, 
p (Sp) -- n +p-  deg {¢ (s)}. (2.8) 
(iii) I f  we reduce $7~, by using elementary row operations, to its row echelon form, the last 
nonvanishing row defines the coefficients of the GCD. 
The Sylvester esultant result stated above is central in establishing a number of important 
computational procedures for the GCD of many polynomials. In the following, we examine 
certain properties of extraction of divisors from the set P, which are equivalently expressed as 
factorisation of resultant matrices. This leads to establishing a link between factorisation of 
resultants and a matrix representation f the GCD. The new representation f the GCD provides 
the means for deriving an alternative proof to the classical resultant theorem for the cases of many 
polynomials. The definition and evaluation of "approximate GCD" relies on the representation 
theory stated next [10]. 
THE 
3. MATRIX  REPRESENTATION OF  
GCD US ING FACTORISAT ION PROPERTIES  
OF  SYLVESTER RESULTANTS 
The factorisation of common divisors from the set of polynomials T'h+l,n leads to factorised or 
reduced sets and has certain implications on the resultant of the set. In fact, such a factorisation 
of polynomials leads to a factorisation of the corresponding resultant, which in turn provides the 
basis for the matrix representation f the GCD. The results summarised here [10] establish a ma- 
trix based representation f the GCD, which is equivalent to the standard algebraic factorisation 
of the GCD in the original set of polynomials. In fact, the essence of this factorisation is that 
the original Sylvester esultant of the set is factorised into a reduced resultant (corresponding to
the remaining factors after the extraction of the GCD) and an appropriate Toeplitz type matrix 
representing the GCD. The new representation of the GCD provides the means to define the 
notion of the "approximate GCD" subsequently in a formal way. The representation f the GCD 
relies on Toeplitz matrices, and factorisation of resultants and some background efinitions and 
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properties are considered next• In the following we shall denote by {T~} the set of nonsingular 
Toeplitz matrices of n x n dimension of the type, 
A = 
ao 0 0 . . . . . .  0 
al  ao 0 
a2 al  ao 
: : : ".. ".. : 
an_ 2 an_ 3 an_ 4 . . .  a 0 0 
an-1 an-2 an-3 "'" al ao 
(3.1) 
Clearly, In e {T~}. The following properties from the set {Tn} are readily established [10]. 
LEMMA 2. The set { Tn } of Toeplitz matrices is a commutative ring under the standard operations 
of addition and multiplication with units the elements with ao # O. | 
Some further interesting properties of the Toeplitz matrices which are linked to the represen- 
tat ion of polynomials are considered next. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let ¢(s) = Aks k +. . .  + Als + A0 be a polynomial and let ~ 6 T~, k < n, be a 
special Toeplitz matrix representation of A(s) defined by 
= 
"io 
A1 
A2 
Ak : 
0 Ak 
0 • "" 
O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
Ao "'. 
AI "- '- 
0 Ak 
".. ' .  
".. ".. ' . .  
"'. A 1 A 0 0 
""  A2 A1 Ao 
(3.2) 
Then, the inverse ~ of ~ has the Toeplitz form, 
= 
Yo 0 0 . . . . . .  0 
Yl Yo 0 
' . .  
Y2 Yl Y0 
: : : •.. ".. : 
Yn- 2 Yn- 3 . . . . . .  YO 0 
. Yn-1 Yn- 2 . . . . . .  Yl YO 
(3.3) 
where the Yi parameters atisfy the relationships, 
min{j,~} 
1 A1 1 
y0 = y l  = - yo, . , y j  = j = 2 , . . . ,n -  1. (3.4/  
i=l 
Toeplitz matrices and their properties are crucial elements in the representation of the GCD, 
which is defined by the following factorisation of resultants result [10]. 
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THEOREM 2. Let 7 m be a proper polynomial set defined from (2.1). Let Sp be the respective 
Sylvester matrix~ ¢(s) = Aks k +. . .  + AlS + A0 be the greatest common divisor of the set and let 
k be its degree. There exists then a transformation matr ix ~ E R (n+p) x (~+p) such that 
s~k? = s . .  • = [ok IS . . | ,  (3.5)  
where ~5 is defined from relations (3.3) and (3.4) of Proposition 2 for n = n + p and S~ k) is given 
by 
S (o k) 
and 
and for i = 1 , . . . ,  h, 
-0  
0 
S}k) = . 
.0  
where 
i s k)] s;k2 k) = . = [0  S,p.]  (3 .6)  
slk)] 
0 _(k) a~k) a(ok) .. • _.~ t~n - k • . . . 
" . .  " .  " . .  " . .  
• . .  o o (k) o?) k) ~n- -k  . . . . . .  
Ck) ~(k) . . .  b~k), b (k) o . . .  i ,p - -k  V i ,p -k - -1  i,O 
0 h(k) b (k) • b (k) b (k) Vi ,p - -k  i ,p - -k - -1  . . . . .  i,1 i,0 
• . .  0 h(k) ~(k) 
Vi ,p - -k  ~ i ,p - -k -1  . . . . . . . . .  
0 
0 
0 
b(k) i,O 
{ ,(k) k)} fb(k) ~(k) } a(~k ~-k -1 ,  a~ ~(k) i = 1,. ,h, • . .~  ~ [ i , P - -k 'V i ,p - -k - - l~ ' ' '~v i ,  0 ~ . .  
are the coefficients of the coprime polynomials obtained from the original set after the division 
by the GCD,  which define the set P~+l,n-k, and S(p k) is the corresponding (n,p)-expanded 
resultant. | 
Theorem 2 in a sense provides a representation i matr ix terms of the standard factorisation 
of the GCD of a set of polynomials and this may be expressed in the following form• 
COROLLARY 1. Let P be a proper polynomial set defined from (2.1) and let ¢(s) be the GCD 
of 7 ),  deg{C(s)} = k. I f  
a(s) = a'(s)¢(s), b~(s) = b~(s)¢(s), i = 1 , . . . ,h ,  (3.7) 
and ~P* = {a' (s) ,b l (s) , . . .  ,b~(s)}, deg{a'(s)} = n - k, deg{b~(s)} <_ p -  k, i = 1, . . .  ,h and Sp, 
S(~ k) are the generalised resultants of 7 ), P*, where S (k) is structured by the indices of P (it is 
assumed that the structuring degrees are (n,p)), then (3.7) is equivalent o 
s~ = s~k)~ = [ok I s~.] ~, (3.8) 
where S(~ k) is the (n,p)-expanded resultant of P* and ~ = ~- i  has the form of (3.2) and it is 
defined by the CCD ¢(s). | 
For the case of sets which are nonproper, Theorem 2 requires ome extension and its generalised 
form is given next [10]. 
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THEOREM 3. Let 7:' be the polynomial set of (2.1) with a (p + hn) x (n + p) generalised resultant 
Sp and let ¢(s) -- Aks k +. . -+A ls+A0,  Ak ¢ O, be the GCD of 79. I ra(s )  = a'(s)¢(s), 
b~(s) = b~(s)¢(s), i = 1, . . . ,  h and P* = {a'(s), b~(s), i = 1, . . . ,  h} is the corresponding reduced 
coprime set with a generalised resultant Sp. ,  then Sp may be expressed as 
s .  = (3 9) 
where S~,. is the (p + hn ) x (n + p - k) (n, p)-expanded resultant of P*, p( Sp.  ) = n + p - k and 
O¢ is the (n + p - k) x (n + p) matrix, 
O¢ = )~k )~k-1 . . . . . .  A1 A0 "'- . (3.10) 
' .  " .  " . .  " . .  
• "" 0 Ak Ak-1 . . . . . .  A1 0 
The above result unifies the resultant factorisation for the proper and nonproper case, since 
(3.9),(3.10) are valid for both cases. Furthermore, the factorisation (3.9) establishes a minimal 
representation, as far as the parameters used, since P* is obtained by the division of the set by 
the GCD. Such a representation will be called canonical representation of the GCD and involves 
the minimal number of parameters. 
4. APPROXIMATE GREATEST COMMON 
DIV ISORS OF  A SET  OF  POLYNOMIALS  
The notion of the GCD of many polynomials i  characterised by the property that its compu- 
tation is nongeneric; in fact, the set of polynomials for which a nontrivial GCD (5 1) may be 
defined is a set of measure zero. However, the need for defining notions such as "almost zeros" 
and "approximate GCD" has been recognised as important in many applications. The notion 
of a zero of a set of polynomials :P with vector representative p_.(s) has been extended to that of 
"almost zero" [2] in terms of a minimisation of the function llp_(a + jw)II, Methods computing 
the GCD of the set P, which deploy relaxation of the exact conditions for GCD evaluation, such 
as the ERES method [3] lead to expressions for the "approximate GCD". Recently in [5,6,8], the 
"approximate GCD" problem has been considered in the context of Euclidean division and for 
the case of two polynomials. The essence of current methods for the introduction of "approx- 
imate GCD" is the relaxation of the conditions characterising the exact notion. The difficulty 
with many of the current methods is in quantifying how good is the approximation that is of- 
fered. The Euclidean approach addresses this problem, but it is limited to the case of the two 
polynomials. The problem which is addressed here is to introduce formally the notion of the 
"approximate GCD" and then develop a computational procedure that allows the evaluation of 
how good is the given "approximate GCD". Some useful notation is introduced first. 
Let us denote by H(n,p; h + 1) the set of all polynomial sets "Ph+l,n having h + 1 elements, 
and with the two highest degrees (n,p), n >_ p; that is, if Ph+l,n ---- {p~(s),i : O, 1 , . . . ,  h} 6 II 
(n,p;h + 1) then deg{p0(s)} : n, deg{pl(s)} : p, deg{p,(s)} _< p, i : 2 , . . . ,h .  If ~Ph+l,~ e
H(n,p; h + 1) we can define an (n,p)-ordered perturbed set 7~+1, n by 
7)'h+l,~ = h+l,,~ -- Qh+l,,~ 6 H(n,p;h + 1) 
= {p~(s) = p,(s) - qi(s) : deg {qi(s)} _< deg {pi(s)}, i -- 0 , . . . ,  h} 
(4.1) 
where Q.h+l,n denotes the set of polynomial perturbations as defined in (2.1). 
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PROPOSITION 3. Given a set 7)h+l,n with maximal degrees (n,p), n >_ p, and a polynomial 
w(s) 6 l~[s] with deg {w(s)} < p, then there always exists a family of (n,p)-order perturbations 
Qh+l,~ such that for every dement of this family, 7~+1, n = "Ph+l,,~ -- Qh+l,~ has a GCD which 
is divisible by w(s). 
PROOF. Given 73h+1,~, consider Qh+l,n = {~i(s)} as an arbitrary (n,p)-order perturbation and 
--! 
let ~h+l,n = :Ph+l,n -- Qh+l,~ = {/~i(S), i = O, 1, . . . ,  h}. Consider now the division of every/~(s) 
by w(s), i.e., 
~i(s) = {i(s)w(s) + ~i(s), i = O, 1, . . . ,  h. (4.2) 
Then, clearly by selecting Q'h+l,n = {~i(s), i = 0, 1, . . . ,  h}, we have that 
p, (s )  - ~ , (s )  = ~,(s)~(s),  i = o, 1, . . . ,  h, (4.3) 
and thus Qh+l,n = {qi(s) = qi(s) + fi(s), i = 0, 1, . . . ,  h} is a perturbation that has the above 
property. | 
The above result motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2. Let ~)h+ l,n • II(n,p; h+l )  and w( s) 6 R[s] be a given polynomial with deg {w(s)} 
= r < p. Furthermore, let ~-~ = {Qh+l,n} be the set of all (n, p)-order perturbations such that 
Ph+l,n = 7Dh+l,n -- Qh+l.n • H(n,p; h + 1) (4.4) 
with the property that w(s) is a common factor of the elements of ~+l ,n .  I f  Q*h+l,,~ is the 
minimum norm element of the set ~ (to be defined in an appropriate way), then w(s) is 
referred as an r-order or degree r almost common factor of 7~h+l,n and the norm of Q*h+l,n, 
denoted by [[Q*[[, as the strength ofT(s). If  w(s) is the GCD of 
P~+~,,, = Ph+~,,~ - Q*h+~,,~, (4.5) 
then w(s) will be called an r order or degree r almost GCD of TDh+l,n with strength IIQ*][. | 
The above definition suggests that any polynomial w(s) may be considered as an "approximate 
GCD" as long as deg{w(s)} < p. The best choice of "approximate GCD" is an issue that is not 
addressed here. We consider here the problem of determining the minimal norm perturbation 
and through that the strength of the w(s) selection. This study involves: 
• parametrisation f the ~-~ set; 
• definition of an appropriate metric for Qh+Ln; 
• solution of an optimisation problem to define Q~+L~" 
These problems may be considered within the framework of the resultant representation f 
7)h+1,~ set, which also permits the GCD representation through the factorisation. Note that in 
the representation f 7~h+1,~ through the resultant, the degrees of the polynomials are structured 
by the maximal two degrees (n, p), n > p which define the structure of the resultant Sp. Further- 
more, the perturbations Qh+I,~ and the perturbed sets P'h+l,,~ are also structured by the (n, p) 
pair and thus their corresponding generalised resultants are structured in a compatible way. It 
is worth pointing out that the elements in Qh+l,n have nominal maximal degrees (n,p), whereas 
the effective values of degrees may be less than these values. 
The set of all resultants corresponding to h + 1 polynomials with maximal nominal degrees 
(n,p), that is, those corresponding to the H(n,p; h + 1) set, will be denoted by ~(n,p; h + 1). 
From (4.4) and the compatibility of the resultants of the H(n,p; h + 1) set, we have the following. 
REMARK 1. If 7~h+l,n, Qh+Ln,P'h+Ln 6 II(n,p;h + 1) are sets of polynomials in (4.4) and 
Sp, Se, Sp, denote their generalised resultants, then these resultants are elements of ff~(n, p; h+l )  
and (4.4) is equivalent to 
S~, = S~, - SQ. (4.6) 
The above remark together with the factorisation ofresultants described in the previous ection 
leads to the following main result. 
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THEOREM 4. Let 79h+1,,~ E H(n,p; h + 1), $7~ 6 @(n,p; h + 1) be the corresponding eneralised 
resultant and let v(s) e R[s], deg {v(s)} = r <_ p. Any  perturbation set Qh+l,n e II(n,p; h + 1) 
that leads to 79'h+l,n =- Ph+l,,~ -- Qh+l,n, which has v(s) as common divisor, has a generalised 
resultant SQ E @(n,p; h + 1) that is expressed as shown below. 
(i) I f  v(O) # 0, then 
sQ = s~ - s<~2~ = s~ - [ods~. ]  ~v ,  (4.7) 
where ~v is the (n + p) x (n + p) Toeplitz representation of v(s) as defined by (3.2) and 
Sp. e ~(p+hn)x(n+p-r) is the (n,p)-expanded resultant of an arbitrary set of po]ynomials 
7 9* E II(n - r,p - r; h + 1). 
(ii) I fv (s )  has k zeros at s = 0, then 
se  = s~ - s~,. e+,  (4.8) 
where Sp. is again the (n,p)-expanded resultant of an arbitrary set of polynomials 79* 6 
H(n-  r,p - r; h+ 1) and 6)+ is the (n + p - k) x (n + p) representation of v(s) defined by 
(3.1o). 
For both the above cases (i) and (ii), if the parameters of Sp.  are constrained such that 
Sp.  has full rank, then v(s) is a GCD of the perturbed set 79'h+1,~. 
PROOF. By Proposition 3, any arbitrary polynomial v(s) E R[s], deg{v(s)} = r < p may be 
considered as the GCD of some perturbed set of polynomials 79'h+1,,, E II(n,p; h + 1) with some 
perturbation Qh+t,,, E H(n,p; h + 1), that is, 79'h+i,n = 79h+1,~ -- Qh+l,n, which implies for the 
corresponding resultants (Remark 1) that 
S~, = Sv - Se. (4.9) 
Given that 79' has v(s) as divisor then the following. 
(i) If v(0) # 0, then Corollary 1 implies that 
s~,, = s(~'2&+ = [o,- IS~,.]  ~+, (4.10) 
where S (~) is the (n,p)-expanded resultant of some 79* E I I(n - r ,p - r; h + 1) and 4+ is 
the (n +p)  x (n +p)  representations of v(s). From (4.9) and (4.10) it follows that 
sQ = s~ - s~,  = s~ - [o ,  I s~. ]  @+. (4.11) 
(ii) If v(s) has k zeros at s = 0, then by Theorem 3, we have that 
S.p, = Sp .e~,  (4.12) 
where $7~* is the (n,p)-expanded resultant of some 79* E I I (n -  r ,p -  r ;h + 1) and 6)+ is 
the (n + p -k )  x (n +p) Toeplitz representation f v(s) defined by (3.10). From (4.9) and 
(4.12), we have that 
S e = Sp - Sp.~9¢. (4.13) 
Clearly, if 79* is coprime, i.e., Sp. has full rank, then the matrix Sp. cannot be further 
reduced (Theorems 2 and 3) and the polynomial v(s) is a GCD of 79'h+1,~. The above 
holds for every perturbation Qh+l,,~ that leads to a perturbed set 7)'h+l.n with v(s) a 
divisor and this completes the proof. II 
REMARK 2. The above result provides aparametrisation f all perturbations Qh+l,n 6 H(n, p; h+ 
1) which lead to sets 79'h+1,,~ having a GCD with degree at least r and divided by the given 
polynomial v(s). The set of free parameters i  the set of coefficients of the polynomials 79~+1,n 6
II(n - r,p - r; h + 1). For a given selection of free parameters, v(s) is a divisor of the elements 
of 7")th+l,n and if the polynomials are generic, then v(s) is a GCD of 79'h+l,n. | 
Having established a parametrisation f perturbations generating sets with v(s) the common 
divisor we consider a metric that can be used for evaluation of strength of the "approximate 
GCD'. Given that such a metric has to relate in a direct way to the set of polynomials, the 
Frobenius norm seems to be an appropriate choice. 
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LEMMA 3. I f  Ph+l,n 6 H(n,p; h + 1) then the Frobenius norm of the generalised resultant $7~ is 
given by 
2 h 2 
IIS~,ll~ = p. P-0 2+n~..~ P-, 2' (4.14) 
i= l  
where P-i are the coefficient vectors of the polynomials p~(s) 6 79h+l,n defined by pi(s)  = 
e n($) tp i  , en(S ) = [8 n, sn - - l , . . .  , S, 1] t, p0(8) = a(s) ,  p i (8)  = b,(8), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  h. | 
The above result follows readily from the definition of the Frobenius norm and the structure 
of $7~. Using this norm and the parametrisation in Theorem 4, we can now define the strength 
of a given r-order almost common factor of Ph+],,. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 79h+l,n E H(n,p; h + 1) and v(s) 6 R[s], deg {v(s)} = r < p. The polynomial 
v(s) is an r-order almost common divisor of 79h+l,n and its strength is defined as a solution of 
the following minimisation problerns. 
(i) I f  v(O) # O, then its strength is defined by the global minimum of 
f(79, 79*) = ~n IIS~, - [0,-I~%-] ¢¢[[F- (4.15) 
(ii) If v(s) has k zeros at s = O, then its strength is defined by the global mira'mum of 
f (P ,  P*) = min IlS; - ~-o ,  IIF, (4.16) 
gT~* 
where 7 9* takes values from the set II(n,p; h + 1). Fhrthermore, v( s) is an r-order almost 
GCD of 79h+ l,, //:the minimum corresponds to a eoprime set 79", or to a full rank $7>.. | 
The above provide the means for evaluating the strength for every given v(s) based on the 
b-~obenius norm and using a numerical procedure for evaluating the minimum. 
Algorithm for evaluating the strength of approximation of a given approximate GCD 
Given the set Ph+l,n of polynomials with ordered egree set 79 = {di, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  h : do = n >_ 
dl = m > d2 >_ . . .  >_ dh}. Let Sp G ~v be the generalised resultant representation f Ph+l,n and 
• ~ the set of all resultants parametrised by 79. Let us assume that A(s) = AkS k +. . .  + AIS + A0 
is an approximate GCD, where k < dh and let ~ be the Toeplitz representation, 
"Ao 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
A1 Ao "'. 
A2 A1 "'. "'. 
: ". .  ". .  ".. ' . .  
Ak : "'. "'. "'. "'. 
0 Ak ' .  "'. "'. "'- : 
: "'- "'. "'. A1 Ao 0 
0 ... 0 Ak ""  A2 A1 Ao 
(4.17) 
Step h Define the family of all structured ynamic perturbations Qh+l,, = {qi(s),i  = 
O, 1 , . . . ,h ,  deg{qi(s)} = ai < di Vi = 0 ,1 , . . . ,h}  such that P~+l,n & Ph+l,n -- 
Qh+l,, 6 II(n, p; h + 1) - {p~(s) = pi(s) -q i ( s ) ,  V i --- 0 . . . .  , h} with the same degree 
set 79 as 79h+l,n has A(s) as an exact GCD. The set of all such dynamic perturbations 
Qh+l,n has a Sylvester representation: SQ = S1>-[Ok[ST>(k)]~ = Sp-S(k )~x where 
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S (k) is a resultant from k~v set with the first k-columns zero and the rest elements 
arbitrary. 
Step 2: Using as parameters those free variables in Sp (k) -~ Sw define the function f (P ,  W) 
-- [ [Sp -  [Ok, Sw]~[ IF  and solve the minimisation problem minw f (P ,  W) where 
W denotes the composite vector of all parameters in Sw.  
Implementation of the algorithm 
The algorithm was implemented in the environment of Maple. For the achievement of the 
required minimum in Step 2, an internal function of Maple was used. For the estimation of an 
approximate GCD the ERES method was used. Other methods for estimating an approximate 
GCD can also be applied. 
Next, we demonstrate he application of the algorithm by developing some examples howing 
the strength of approximation of approximate GCDs computed using alternative approaches. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the set of polynomials, 
7)2,2 = {a0(s) = (s -1 ) (s -2 )  =s2-3s+2,  b l (s )  =s-0 .99999}.  
Estimate the strength of an approximate GCD. We have n = 2, p = 1 and from (2.2b), 
1 -3  2 
Sp= 1 -0.99999 0 
0 1 -0.99999 
An approximate GCD of the set using the ERES method [3], is: ¢(s) = s - 1. Then, 
[i0 0) ~¢ = -1  0 
1 -1  
and 
Solving the minimisation problem with Maple, we get a -- 1, b -= -2,  c -- 0.999995. The 
strength of the approximation is 0.1 • 10 -9. | 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the set of polynomials, 
7)2,2 = {a0(s) = s 5 + 5.503s 4+ 9.765s 3+ 7.647s 2+ 2.762s + 0.37725, 
bl (s )  = s 4 - 2.9993s 3 - 0.7745s 2 + 2.007s + 0.7605}. 
Estimate the strength of the approximation of an approximate GCD. 
We haven=2,  p=l .  
An approximate GCD of the set using the ERES method is: ¢(s) = s 2 + 0.9886s + 0.2408. 
Using the above method, the strength of this approximation is: 1.976 - 10 -2. 
Another approximate GCD equal to ¢ = s 2 + 1.007s + 0.2534 is estimated in [6]. The strength 
of this approximation is: 1.2 • 10 -6. | 
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EXAMPLE 3. We const ruct  an arb i t rary  set of six po lynomia ls  "P" -- (p i (s ) ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  6} wi th  
random integer coefficients (max. three digits) and max imum degree 12. These  polynomials  are 
the following, 
pl(s)  = 50s 12 - 67s s - 174s 5 - 14484 - 185s 3 - 170s 2 - 71s, 
p2(S) = 108812 + 133S 11 -- 178S 1° + 29284 + 4483 -- 147S 2 + 118, 
p3(8)=- -126S 11 - 57810 + 393s  6 - 64s 4 - 628 - 145, 
p4(s )  ---- - -79812 + 14189 -- 98 s + 186s 4 -- 12383 + 227s + 51, 
ps(s )=- -181s  12 -- 86s 9 + 173s 6 + 148s 5 -- 53s 4 + 52s 2 -- 297s+173,  
p6(s )=- -182s  11 + 37s l° -- 26s 7 + 41s 6 + 34S 5 + 131s 4 -- 52s2+117s  + 129. 
They  were obta ined randomly  byus ingMap le ' s  funct ion " randpoly"  and they  are coprime. 
Let us consider the following three polynomials ,  
g l (s )=(s -1 ) (s -2 .00001)  2, g2(s) = (s -2 ) (s -2 )  2, g3(s )=(s -3 ) (s -1 .99999)  2 
Theoret ica l l~ these polynomials  are considered to be coprime. The  degree of each one of them 
is 3. F rom the set P and the above polynomials  gi, i = 1, 2, 3, we const ruct  a new set of six 
polynomials  of max imum degree 15, where in this new set the first and the second polynomial  
have gl as GCD,  the  th i rd  and the fourth polynomial  have g2 as GCD,  and the  f i~h and the 
s ixth po lynomia l  have ga as GCD. We will call this new set "P I " .  We use 30 digits for the 
computat ions .  The  set P1 consists of the following polynomials ,  
284.0028400071s + 726.0034887 - 265.0013799985s 3 + 112.0025400099s 2 - 200.0020000050s 12 
+299.0020200030s 5 - 125.0019400041s 4 + 94.0026800067s s - 67s11+335.00134s  1° 
-857.0075600174s ~ - 536.004020006789 + 50s 15 _ 250.00100s 14 
+400.0030000050s 13 =f l ( s )  =pl (s )gx(s ) ,  
944.0070800118s + 292s 7 -- 1234.0105800191s 3 -- 1.996479985382 + 1522.0072200025s 12 
+1969.0166400292s 5 - 81.0061000248s 4 - 1956.0160000311s11+712.0071200178s x° 
--1416.0058486 + 108s 15 _ 407.00216s 14 + 21.0038200108s 13 
-472 .0047200118=f2(s )=p2(s )g2(s ) ,  
- 126s 14 + 69981~ _ 1170s 12 + 324s 11 + 456s 1° + 393s 9 - 2358s + 465287 - 2760s 6 - 768s 5 
+ 45084 + 227s 3 + 126s 2 -- 1244s + 1160 = I3(S) ---- p3(s)g3(s), 
-- 408 -- 12048 + 186s 7 -- 32783 + 2418s 2 + 773s 12 + 2970S 5 -- 2737S 4 + 72S s -- 855s 11 
+ 174681° -- 123986 -- 123689 -- 79s ls + 474814 -- 9488 t3 =f4(S)  = p4(s)g4(s), 
6331.94706010648 + 1678.9856600173s 7 + 3083.9888600052s 3 -- 6586.9606000453s 2 
+2085.9782800543812 -- 571.9769400497s 5 -- 25.0053199841s 4 -- 1062.99654sS+601.99828S 11 
--1375.991400008681°663.0048999629s a + 1204.9896800258s 9 -- 181S 15 
+1266.99638814 -- 2895.9819000181s 13 -- 2075.9792400519=f5(s )  = pS(s)gs(s),  
660.0011399778s + 860.9934600119s 7 - 1521.9924600052s 3 + 1592.984640027382 
-3170.9810600182s 1  + 1635.9909800029s 5 - 1090.9853200393s 4 - 668.9965800026s8+ 
2775.9744600583s 11 - 469.9955600111s l° - 864.9958600089s 6 
+222.99948s 9 - 182s14+1310.996368 la - 1547.9845200387=f~(s )=p6(s )g6(s ) .  
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As we can see, the type of the polynomial coefficients i either integer or floating-point numbers. 
Since we choose to perform the above multiplications using 30 digits of software floating point 
accuracy, the values of the polynomial coefficients are considered to be accurate. Next, we will 
work with the set P1. If we study carefully the construction of this set, we can say that there 
could be at least four possible approximate GCDs. We measure the strength of approximation 
with the function strength. In fact, GCDI  -- s - 2. The strength for this is 
0.141998117599591852551292592733 • 10 -15. 
GCD2 = (s - 2) 2. The strength for this approximation is
0.0000511184623498424592993182703141. 
GCD3 = (s - 2.00001) 2. The strength for this approximation is
0.000156202007886152121534260536094. 
GCD4 = (s - 1.99999) 2. The strength for this approximation is
0.0000482642507072557979219645796596. 
It is obvious that, according to the values of the function strength,  GCD1 is an approximate 
GCD for the set P1. | 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The notion of the approximate GCD of many polynomials has been introduced and its strength 
has been shown to be equivalent o a distance problem. The overall framework is based on the 
representation of GCD in terms of the properties of generalised resultants, and in particular 
in terms of the factorisation of the resultant into a reduced Sylvester esultant and a Toeplitz 
matrix representing the GCD. The advantage of the current approach is that it permits the 
parametrisation of all perturbation polynomials that lead to a set with a given GCD and thus 
allows the formal definition of the strength of the approximation as the "norm" of the minimal 
perturbation. The emphasis here has been on the setting up of a framework that allows the 
"strength" of the approximation which produce "approximate GCDs", rather than introduce 
new "approximate GCD" algorithms. The approach however, provides the means for defining 
the "best" approximate GCD in terms of the same optimisation formulation. The study of the 
specific structure and properties of the optimisation problem and the computation of the optimal 
"approximate GCD" is currently under study. 
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